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WHO YOU ARE

JURISDICTIONS STATES OF ELIGIBLE U.S. VOTERS

~2,500 49 60%

You made an incredible difference in your jurisdiction — and collectively, you made a 
difference for:

The CTCL COVID-19 Response 
Grant Program distributed nearly 
$350 million to support election 
administrators across the country 
as you worked to make the 2020 
elections safe, secure, professional, 
and inclusive.

WHO YOU ARE
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Dear 2020 Grantees,

You delivered and you are diverse. Over 70% of you serve small jurisdictions 
with fewer than 25,000 voters. You’re a tiny jurisdiction in Texas that used grant 
funds to buy ‘I Voted’ stickers for the first time. You’re a city in Massachusetts that 
hired interpreters at each polling place to assist non-English speaking voters. You’re 
a Montana county that spent nearly 100 times your normal voter education budget. 
You’re a Georgia county that reached rural voters with a mobile voting bus. You’re 
a county in Hawaii that translated voting materials into Hawaiian for the first time. 
You’re a Mississippi county that safely trained poll workers with an FM transmitter 
while they stayed in their cars. You’re a town of 600 people, a city of 6 million, and 
you successfully administered the most challenging election of your career in the 
midst of a global pandemic. We’ve said it before, and we’ll say it again —

You make democracy happen.
In 2020, CTCL was proud to support your work, but we also recognize that private 
philanthropy is not a long-term solution to chronically underfunded election 
administration. Elections are critical infrastructure, and they should be funded
that way. We hope you can draw on this report to both reflect on your experience
in 2020 and envision what U.S. election administration might look like with 
predictable, robust public funding into the future.

With love and gratitude,

Tiana Epps-Johnson, Executive Director
Whitney May, Director of Government Services
and the whole team at Center for Tech and Civic Life
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HOW YOU SPENT THE MONEY       Masks     Face shields     Gloves     Safety signage     Hand sanitizer     Hand sanitizer stations     Disinfectant     Sanitizing wipes     Sanitizing 

spray     Electrostatic sprayers     UV purification wands     Cleaning kits     Dedicated cleaning  workers     Hired cleaning company     Fogging polling places     Air purifiers     

Air scrubbers     Air filtration systems     HEPA filters     Ventilation systems     Fans     Windows   Single-use pens     Single-use styluses     Single-use privacy folders    

Touch-free restroom flush valve    Touch-free soap dispenser     Digital thermometers    Temperature check stations     Easily-sanitized voting booths    Standalone voting 

booths    Antimicrobial tables     Plexiglass barriers    Clear shower curtain barriers    Rolling wall barriers    Window barriers     Intercom system for barriers   Peel & stick 

envelopes to avoid licking   Modified space for social distancing   Social distancing floor decals and mats    Distance measuring wheel    Occupancy counter    COVID 

safety training   COVID Contingency Plan     Separate area for maskless voters     Social distancing signage   Poll workers    Backup poll workers     Extra workers to 

allow breaks  and  split shifts    Recruitment campaign    Student poll worker program    Bilingual poll workers    Interpreters    Multipartisan assistance teams    COVID 

cleaning teams    Troubleshooters and rovers    Greeters COVID screeners   Parking managers  Traffic controllers   Call center staff    Security personnel Police 

support    Office staff      Graphic designers      IT staff        Data entry workers     Ballot processing and counting teams    Canvass teams      Audit teams    Recount teams    

Dropbox retrieval teams    Dropbox security staff   Clothes to identify workers (T-shirts, vests, aprons, masks)    Meals    Snacks    Drinks    Staff salaries    Hourly wage 

increases     Hazard pay    Overtime pay    COVID sick pay     Appreciation gift cards     “Years of Service” pins     More training    Paid training sessions     Training on 

COVID safety De-escalation and assertiveness training     Remote training via video conferencing   Remote training via FM transmitter      Online training      Training 

centers      Training videos      Projectors and portable screens      Updated training manuals      Cross-training    Polling place rental    Larger polling places    Extra 

check-in stations    Laptops    Tablets    E-Pollbooks    Voter ID scanners   Lighted magnifying lamps to read IDs    E-signature pads    Printers    Paper ballots    Voting 

machines    Backup machines    Ballot on demand printers Tables    Chairs    Voting booths    Lighting for booths    Partitions between voters    Privacy folders    Ballot 

boxes    Provisional ballot boxes    Tabulators “Express lane” for mail ballot deposit    Stanchions Traffic cones    One-way traffic flow    Handheld radios    Continuous 

video-call with headquarters    Digital training manual     Digital end-of-night checklist   Adding machines  Heating  and cooling units   Backup generators   Extension 

cords with surge protectors   Security cameras    Secured doors    Entrance and exit ramps Sidewalks     Overflow parking    Shuttle service    Tents, heaters, chairs, 

and water for voters waiting outside   Outdoor display of sample ballots and instructions “Vote Here” signs   “No politicking” signs    Directional signage    Safety 

signage  board signs     Weatherproof signage    Feather flags    Banners    American flags    “I Voted” stickers    Sticker dispensers    “I Voted” pens    Selfie stations 

space for processing  Tables    Chairs   Mail sorting carts   Laptops   Monitors    Large ballot printers      Ballot on demand printers  Label printers  Automatic 
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WHAT YOU ACCOMPLISHED

You complied with state mandates.

You recovered from budget shortfalls.

“Without this grant, the Board of Elections budget would have been way over budget. 
Our community already has a stretched and limited budget because of COVID. It 
would have made it nearly impossible.”

“Our annual county budget was expended after the Primary Election, so having the 
funds to address essential election expenses from the CTCL grant was critical for the 
election cycle 2020.”

“Local municipalities set out small, tight budgets for elections while our state 
continues to push down expenses to us with unfunded mandates.”

“I think just surviving the enormous task that was before us is worth celebrating.” 

“Having served the citizens of this County and State for over 37 years in elections, 
 experiencing the toughest election cycle EVER, AND having survived, without many 
 problems, I can say ‘thank you’. I STILL love my job.”

You survived.

I often think about the 
disasters that could have 
occurred had we not had 
this funding alleviate 
choke points and barriers 
to voting.”

“

“This unprecedented voter participation simply would have crippled the 
administration of our elections with devastating effects if we were left with the 
limited available municipal funds already hampered by the pandemic.”

You avoided disaster.
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You handled COVID emergencies.

“Our County has a polling place in a resident’s 
home. Two days prior to the General Election 
the lady who lives there and is the inspector 
came down with Covid. We were able to 
purchase canopies, tables and chairs to make a 
makeshift polling place in her front yard so not 
to inconvenience voters by relocating.”

“Three of our Board of Elections employees 
traveled to a nearby county to assist them in 
their recanvassing process. We had completed 
our certification, but they had not because 12 
of the 22 individuals in their office had tested 
positive for COVID… To us, it was a no-brainer 
to assist another county that had fallen behind 
because of COVID issues.”

Unfunded mandates completely depleted our 
budgets and the CTCL grant was truly a gift 
that allowed us to go above and beyond to 
serve the voters.”

You improved security and integrity.

“We were able to make some improvements to our polling place that helped with 
securing ballots. There were issues with several doors that allowed unauthorized 
access. Although there were never any issues with voting security, there was
the opportunity. With the grant funds, we were able to make needed repairs
to the doors.”

“As a result of being awarded grant money, we were able to implement the 
Connecticut Voter Registration System effectively in our office. This is exciting as this 
will have an effect on the efficiency, security & organization of future elections. This 
was a tool that we were previously unable to use because we didn’t have the money 
to get the project started.”

“
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You recruited and hired enough staffing.

You handled a dramatic increase in mail voting.

“Our regular workers are generally elderly and most, wisely so, were unwilling to risk 
COVID-19 exposure at the polls. CTCL funds allowed us to recruit and train enough 
new workers to have ample coverage at the polls for in-person voters and to process 
the overwhelming number of absentee ballots. The result was we created a pool of 
enthusiastic new workers excited to continue to work at future elections, which is 
awesome!”

“I was so very proud that because of you my overworked staff of just 4 people who 
were doing their best to work with 20,000 registered voters saw that I was able to hire 
additional staff to lighten their load. We were all exhausted and I still don’t know how 
we put in all of those extra hours that were required.”

The new equipment and additional staff for processing applications and ballots made 
it not only possible to handle the volume, but also have improved the efficiency and 
accuracy of the process.”

You managed lines.

“We focused on improving our systems to allow for moving voters through as quickly 
as possible while still keeping strict social distancing procedures, understanding that 

“When COVID plagued us all our absentee 
requests tripled. Several of my staff worked
well past their 8 hour paid day, volunteering 
their extra time to ensure that all the absentees 
were folded, packed and mailed in a timely 
manner. I was able to purchase a folding 
machine with the grant money. This is an 
amazing machine which has drastically reduced 
the time it takes to pack absentees. Freeing our 
staff to complete their other duties.”

The mail ballot program, which has 
historically processed 40,000 applications, 
expanded to process 180,000 applications
in November 2020.

“
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You educated your voters.

You counted the votes on time.

“Without the grant, my office had no funding for voter education and outreach. With 
the grant funding, we created a simple but highly effective media campaign to drive 
voters to the official election websites. The websites provided crucial information in 
our vote-by-mail environment and newly implemented same-day voter registration.”

“Without this additional staff we would not have been able to complete our counting 
on time to provide the canvass in time for the statutory deadline.”

We utilized paid media such as radio and TV ads, 
as well as earned media such as newspaper ads 
and speaking engagements... We believe this 
effort contributed to record voter participation 
in this county and fewer rejected ballots.”

We would not have been able to process all 
the ballots without these funds.”

We implemented a robust 
voter education and 
outreach campaign. 

“

“

a crowded voting room is dangerous, but also 
extended periods in line. With the purchase 
of additional booths and check in systems, we 
dramatically impacted our speed and efficiency 
in which we moved through in-person voting.
We took it to a whole new level.”

“The town was able to provide shelter for voters 
while waiting in line to enter the polls. There 
was lots of positive feedback that the tent was 
heated and comfortable while allowing voters
to social distance while having to wait to enter 
the building.”
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You ran voter-centric elections.

You invested in future elections.

You went above-and-beyond past elections.

“For the first time we actually focused on the voter.”

“We will be able to conduct future elections entirely using this new technology… We 
will no longer need to use preprinted ballots, which will save us tens of thousands of 
dollars each election year. Also this equipment significantly reduces the amount of 
man power and human involvement during elections, reducing the chance of errors 
during the voting process.”

“In addition to helping us address short-term concerns directly related to the 
COVID-19 pandemic and the 2020 election, the CTCL grant funds also afforded 
the BOE the opportunity to try to address some longer-term gaps in our election 
infrastructure, ensuring that we will be more resilient to the next set of Election Day 
challenges we face.”

“In 20 years of working in elections, I’ve never had the feeling of not worrying about 
costs, and running with all the good ideas in order to make the election successful. 
We’ve always had to shelve ideas because of costs… Nov 3 was the best run election 
I’ve ever administered, and it was the 53rd election that I’ve worked on since I began 
working in the Clerk’s Office.”

“I have been the Town Clerk here for the last 20 years and I have to say that this was 
the largest and most organized election I have ever run. 

Having the extra funds for staffing and 
supplies was a godsend.”

For the first time in 16 years, I feel that 
we were able to operate elections without 
worrying about budget and fully meet the 
needs of our citizens.”

“
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With these funds we were able to provide clean, safe environments and 
protective masks and gloves for voters making them feel comfortable to 
venture out during the pandemic  •  Protecting our staff, poll workers and 
public from the spread of COVID through the purchase of PPE  •  We made 
the November election as safe as we could from the Coronavirus and any 
spread of the virus as we could so our residents would feel safe to come 
and exercise their right to vote  •  We’re also quite proud that Covid-19 
cases in our area could not be linked to the election  •  With the added 
cleaning crew and supplies we did not have any outbreak related to in 
person voting  •  We were able to purchase more PPE so that we could 
curbside vote anyone who had been exposed or was ill  •  Top priority 
was the health and safety of my Election Inspectors and Voters! Updated 
PPE, shields, masks, cleaning supplies and hired cleaning crew and less 
voting stations was needed to accomplish this goal with success  •  We 
were able to allow voters to decide on the voting method they felt the 
safest with. We complied with social distancing guidelines for in person 
voting and made vote by mail voting available to anyone that preferred no 
contact voting  •  I was able to provide a safe and healthy environment for 
my incredible, dedicated staff and election workers. The grant allowed me 
to provide hazard pay for the folks that literally put their health in jeopardy 
to protect our democratic process  •  The voting public was exceedingly 
impressed with the sanitation practices that we employed. Two amazing 
women who made quick work wiping down surfaces in all five wards... non 
stop from the moment they started until the polls closed. Amazing!!   •  I’m 
most proud that our Election Sites were very safe. This was made possible 
by all the cleaning, disinfecting and other precautions we were able to do 
because of this grant. I am pleased to say we did not have one person come 
down with Covid-19 in the followings weeks after the Elections  •  The part I 
am most proud was ensuring the health and safety of our poll workers and 
voters. The grant enabled us to provide enough PPE and hire additional 

You kept your 
voters, staff, and 

workers safe.

AND MOST IMPORTANTLY
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Unfortunately, many of you feel under-appreciated, under-supported, overwhelmed, 
pessimistic, exhausted, burnt out, and sometimes even afraid for your safety or your 
loved ones’ safety. This breaks our hearts. 

WHAT’S HOLDING YOU BACK

Elections are increasingly complicated. 

Increasingly difficult job

Even tiny counties with 1,000 voters 
need to stay up-to-date with election 
cybersecurity. Many of you feel 
challenged and frustrated by the ever-
changing laws and regulations, with 
sentiments like: “Just when I feel I have it 
all figured out, things change and I have 
to learn it all again.” 

And the more complicated elections 
get, the more difficult it is to train 
your workers, educate the public, 
and uphold the law. As one grantee 
explained, “I feel stretched in too many 
directions without the adequate time to 
devote to each responsibility.”

The most common challenge we heard — 
common enough to consider it pervasive and 
systemic — is that your offices are under-
staffed and under-resourced.

Understaffed and underresourced

One election official broke down crying 
when he received the grant funds, 
because he could finally pay his staff. 
Without the grant funds, another office 
planned to dip into their staff salaries 
to pay temporary workers. Many offices 
hired much-needed help for the first 

time — “Previous to this I was a one 
woman office and was run to death.” 
In addition to staffing challenges, 
hundreds of you described aging or 
broken equipment that you don’t have 
the resources to replace.

You make democracy happen,
and you deserve better.
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Your job should not interfere with your 
personal life, your family, or your health,
and it’s terrible when it does.

Intruding into personal life

Many of you reported excessive 
workloads that consumed your nights 
and weekends in the months leading up 
to the election, keeping you away from 
your families.

One clerk now has an injured rotator 
cuff and carpal tunnel syndrome 
because of overwork. Several of you 
caught COVID-19 while assisting COVID-

positive voters, some were hospitalized, 
and at least one election staffer passed 
away due to COVID. 

We learned that a grantee’s child 
was bullied at school because of the 
misinformation around fraudulent 
election administration. Many election 
officials have received death threats for 
similar reasons.

Although 2020 is behind us, your challenges 
are not. Many of you feel pessimistic about 
the future of elections. 

Pessimism about the future of elections

You worry about misinformation,
public distrust, and angry voters — 
“I never thought I would see the day 
when our profession would be under 
attack.”

Many feel overworked, unappreciated, 
and underpaid — some part-time clerks 
make as little as $5-8,000 per year for a 
hefty workload. One grantee reported, 
“My work pay is one day a week but I 

spend at least three days working as I 
am salaried and the workload has tripled 
since I started out in 2005.”

When you eventually retire, we hope 
it’s after a long and happy career, but 
some of you are leaving elections sooner 
because you’re unhappy. One person 
said the grant “saved me from walking 
away from the job. I was not going to 
watch the ship sink.”
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Luckily, some of you only needed funds because of pandemic-related costs. As one 
grantee wrote, “Typically, I am able to meet my election needs in our annual budget. 
This year, as you know, was just enormously challenging.” This makes sense —
the COVID-19 Response Grant Program was a direct response to the pandemic.
We secured emergency funding because thousands of election offices needed extra 
money, above-and-beyond what’s needed in normal years. But it’s clear from your 
stories that elections are chronically underfunded. 

ONGOING FUNDING SHORTAGE

While a handful of you feel adequately 
funded, the vast majority don’t. You 
used words like “desperate” to describe 
your funding needs.

“Human resources and elections 
equipment are the areas in which we 
struggle for each Election. It seems
we do without and make the best of 
what  resources we may have due to 
tight budgets.”

“If additional election funds were 
available locally in our annual budget, 
we would be able to purchase and 
implement newer technology 
desperately needed. Our optical scan 
tabulators are more than 20 years old 
and no longer manufactured; 
 parts remain scarce.”

“[We replaced] hand crank ballot boxes 
that were manufactured in the early 
1900’s and therefore not able to find 

The pandemic exacerbated an existing 
funding shortage that began long before 2020.

parts to repair them. One was held 
together with duct tape. They will be 
donated to our historical society.”

“Funds for basic needs are always 
tight. CTCL funds allowed us to meet 
some basic needs of regular elections 
staff that regular funding is not 
adequate to cover.”

“We got 4 new booths!!! I have tried
for 15 years to get new booths!
Thank you!!!”

“We were able to purchase VOTE HERE 
SIGNS and I VOTED stickers… we are a 
very poor county and these items have 
never been an option.”

“The extra funds allowed me to provide 
training to election clerks and ballot 
 counters for the first time in...I’m not 
sure how long.”
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DIFFERENCES IN FUNDING

An election department in an 
impoverished jurisdiction — funded 
by that impoverished jurisdiction’s tax 
revenue — will usually have fewer voting 
locations, less communication to voters, 
and fewer staff members.

The result? Some grantees achieved 
incredible things, like mobile voting 
buses, robust education campaigns, and 
real-time line-tracking software. While 
other grantees bought “I Voted” stickers 

Your funding shortage is pervasive, but it isn’t 
universal – and it heavily depends on where 
you are located.

There can be radically 
different levels of 
funding, even when 
jurisdictions have 
roughly the same 
number of
eligible voters.

for the first time, replaced duct-taped 
equipment, and installed internet in 
the office. Some of you declined the 
full grant amount, while others said the 
grant amount wasn’t nearly enough. 
Some elections thrived, while others 
barely survived.

ELIGIBLE VOTERS

ELECTION BUDGET

JURISDICTION B

45,895

$97,990

ELECTION BUDGET

ELIGIBLE VOTERS

JURISDICTION A

44,905

$1,214,815

BUDGET PER VOTER

$27.05

$2.14
BUDGET PER VOTER

Grantee Budget Disparities
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WHAT YOU COULD ACCOMPLISH

Your critical election infrastructure should not be duct-taped together.
What would it look like if elections were thriving, not just surviving? 

We asked all 2,500 of you what you could accomplish if your elections
budget permanently doubled. The most common refrains were more staffing,  
equipment and supplies, and voter education.

60% More staffing, better pay, training, 
professional development

24% Accessibility, language access, 
voter education

50% Equipment, supplies, space,
buildings, storage

24% Mail voting, early voting,
vote centers, drive thru, etc.

5% Safety, security

2% No funds needed

0% 20% 40% 80%60%

% of responses
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“I would be able to have money to pay 
election workers to help out with the 
many things that are needed to be done 
prior to election day rather than me 
doing them without pay.”

“We would hire additional staff to help 
us keep up with the large volume of 
work as it relates to putting on an 
election. Some staff members worked 
12 hours a day, 7 days a week for several 
months to ensure we had a successful 

How grantee respondents would spend the money

We would be able to upgrade the cyber
security for the office and also be able to 
quickly replace outdated or inoperable 
equipment a lot quicker.”

“

“We are in a rural area and can’t afford 
to have internet service in our hall.
If my budget was doubled, I feel I could 
have decent internet at our hall, instead 
of having to go to a business a couple 
doors down the block to use their 
internet.”

“We would upgrade our communications 
technology so that accurate balloting 
information could be transmitted to 
and from our polling places. When an 
absentee ballot arrives on Election Day, 
the polls must be notified that a voter 
has already voted. Currently we depend 

election during a pandemic. That 
schedule can surely take a toll and is 
very taxing on your body.”

“We are in desperate need of new voting 
equipment. Our current equipment is 
averaging 12 years in age. The cost to 
the county will be around $ 250,000.00. 
Like most small counties, we don’t have 
the money and are currently trying to 
find financing options.”

on a retired volunteer to literally drive 
or walk from one poll to the other. This 
takes too long!”

“We would be able to establish a year 
round mobile Clerk’s Office that could 
regularly meet voters in their own 
neighborhood to educate, register, 
and issue absent voter ballots during 
an election. We believe the ease and 
convenience of having a mobile unit 
would increase voter participation 
throughout the City, but would be
most impactful in the underserved 
population areas.”



HOW WE CAN HELP

Here at CTCL, we understand that local 
election administrators are the experts. 

We listened when you asked for 
emergency funding to survive
a pandemic. Normally CTCL isn’t
a grantmaking organization, but
funding was your biggest need
in 2020, so we figured it out. 

Now, we’re listening to your need
for ongoing, sustainable funding. 

That’s why we launched the Election Infrastructure Initiative, a campaign to secure 
adequate government funding for election offices.
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The funding from CTCL was a light in the 
darkness during this election cycle. That said, 
I think it’s ridiculous that in order to run an 
election in a somewhat capable manner, we 
needed to turn to private funding funneled 
through a national nonprofit.”

“

When you tell us 
what you need,
we listen.

Private philanthropy helped alleviate an emergency, and in “normal years” it can help 
election offices build capacity, streamline processes, and make capital investments. 
But private philanthropy is no substitute for predictable government funding at the 
local, state, and federal level.
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We used the lessons we learned from 
grantmaking — funds should go directly 
to local offices, and flexible funding 
should let election administrators 
decide what their office needs most. 
We can’t wait to see what you can 
accomplish with enough resources, 
and we will continue to make the case 

Make investments of $20 billion over 10 years 
in modern and secure election infrastructure.

As Congress considered an infrastructure bill in 2021, we urged them to

for predictable government funding. 
Here at CTCL, we’re committed to 
securing adequate support for election 
administration in every jurisdiction 
across the country, whether you’re
a rural township with 600 voters or
a city with 6 million.
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SEND FUNDS STRAIGHT TO THE LOCAL LEVEL
States are sometimes over-prescriptive, telling you what you need instead of 
asking what you need. And some states still have not distributed HAVA funds, 
so the money never even reached you!

MAKE FUNDING AS FLEXIBLE AS POSSIBLE
You’re the experts. You know what your jurisdiction needs most, and few 
jurisdictions spent the grant funds in exactly the same way. “I have worked
with grants for 20 years and have never found one that was so easy to use
and flexible, with reasonable reporting requirements.”

MAKE THE PAPERWORK EASY AND BRIEF
You’re busy running elections! “I work as Town Clerk two days a week and 
do not generally have time to apply for grants, let alone during my planning 
elections around Covid-19. Other clerks posted how quick & easy your grant 
was and I am glad I applied.”

SEND MONEY SOONER
Election administrators are planners. Predictable funding allows you to plan 
better than last-minute funding. “The high speed scanner that we purchased 
rolled into our door on the Friday before Tuesday’s election and we spent the 
weekend testing it… A little bit more lead time probably would have helped
but I am not complaining.”

Lessons
we learned
from
grantmaking

HOW WE CAN HELP
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Ballot inserters   Ballot extractors   Ballot sorting machines   Electronic 

date-time stampers   High-speed ballot scanners   Handheld scanners 

Barcode scanners   Tabulators   Signature verification systems   Adjudication 

software and equipment   Battery backup system    Networked E-Pollbooks 

Network switches    Contracts with vendors    Mobile voting    Drive-thru 

voting Curbside voting   Outdoor voting    Pop-up voting    24-hour voting    

Satellite offices    Additional voting locations    Mega voting locations    Vote 

Center model    Expanded Election Day hours   Expanded Early Voting hours   

Curbside voting   Curbside buzzers, bells, and call buttons   Curbside voting 

signs Dedicated voting machines & staff for curbside voting   Accessible 

drop boxes E-Pollbooks with large screen and font    Braille templates for 

E-Pollbooks  ADA voting machines     Voting machines with multilingual 

audio    Wheelchair-accessible voting booths     Sit-down voting booths     

Chairs for voters waiting in line ADA entrance to building     Entry and 

exit ramps   Sidewalks   Expanded parking lots Handrails, stair treads, 

and nonslip rugs  Automatic door openers Permanent ADA building 

improvements  Wheelchairs and scooters provided at large polling places  

Handicap-accessible van to transport elderly voters   Teams to serve 

voters at their residence, shelter, hospitals, and senior communities    

Clerk “office hours” in senior housing facilities Voter education interpreted 

in ASL   Voter education in multiple languages Multilingual signage   

Bilingual poll workers   Interpreters   Bilingual office staff   Ballot drop 

off sites in remote areas, tribal grounds, and colleges   Mobile voting 



You’re the expert, so join the conversation around election funding!

Take a selfie with the Election Infrastructure Initiative seal, and share on social media using the hashtag 
#ModernizeOurElections. Be sure to include why predictable funding is important to serving your voters. 

Not on social media? Share your selfie with us at hello@techandciviclife.org.


